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Executive Summary
The document at hand provides an overview on the implementation work that has been conducted
to set up a fully operational Forum as a virtual meeting place. The implementation is based on the
requirements set up in the description of work in work package 3 as well as in the “D3.1 Forum
descriptive report”.
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1 Aims according to the DOW
The implementation of the Forum described in this report is based on the requirements specified in
the DOW as well as on the more elaborated and refined requirements elaborated in the D3.1 Forum
descriptive report. As they are extensively discussed that deliverable document they will be listed
here only in brief. Generally speaking they could be divided into three groups that have been
considered during implementation:
I. Organizational implementation requirements
Organizational requirements comprise the environmental as well as organisational constrains or
necessary preconditions that need to be set in order for the system to work. The following
requirements have been taken into account during implementation:
 Modality concept: (Which procedures will be used in the actual conduct of discussions?)
 Eligibility concept (Whether the Forum should be open or closed?)
 Governance concept(How to manage the forum and organize discussions)
 Funding concept (How to finance the forum in the long term?)
The organizational specification of the Forum has already been specified within D3.1. As the
Responsibility project is a Coordination & Support Action the implementation focused on the
technical aspects of those concepts in order to provide a prototype for any further development
after the end of the project. All aspects which would require the implementation of actual
organisational structures beyond the technical framework have been specified within D3.1 and
would need further action and funding to be implemented in practice.
As the document at hand is focussing on the technical implementation of these organisational
requirements many aspects of the concepts described in D3.1 will be found in the structure of the
Forum and its modalities as well as in the concrete functionalities.
II. Technical implementation requirements
Technical requirements comprise the mechanics of a system as well as its components. They specify
a certain outcome that needs a technical implementation and a definition of the input and output
and the mechanics. According to the Forum descriptive report the Forum should be:
 a virtual meeting place (forum of discussion) for RRI stakeholders
 an interface between politicians, society and industry, researchers and CSOs
 a place of deliberation concerning RRI
 a proactive tool for implementing RRI in any project, by capacitating the actors to do so
The implementation of these requirements has been conducted as part of the implementation of the
four modalities. As such the documentation found in chapter 3 and 4 includes both the given
technical as well as the organizational requirements.
III. Contentwise implementation requirements
The contentwise requirements section comprises all issues that address the actual content and its
presentation within the implementation of the Forum. The following content related issues
addressed in the DOW have been considered during implementation:
 networking and educational tools
 determination of guidelines
 to determine approaches to the RRI
 to create “caucus” that allows to address big and currently relevant issues (“hot topics”) in
specific field e.g. security, nanotechnology
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Preparation of political advisory statements
Determination of guidelines for CSOs, for the political level and for the industry level

The implementation of the different types of content has been conducted as part of the Observatory
implementation as both parts of the overall platform make use of them. As such most of the
implementation documentation could be found in D 4.1 and D 4.2. An overview of the content types
could be found in chapter 5 along with the specification of a number of further content types which
are unique to the Forum.
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2 Overview
During the specification for the Forum it became clear that there is no single modality to address all
of these aims but different stakeholders with different interests and needs. Therefore the project
decided to split the Forum into five functional areas which are dedicated to the different needs for
discussion, deliberation or cooperation. These are the RRI Caucus, Partnership Initiatives, Open
Spaces and the Caucus suggestion board. The fifth area, the RRI Government, is about the overall
governance of the Forum and the RRI Caucus in particular.

2.1 RRI Caucus
The RRI Caucus is a virtual meeting place where experts from politics, society and industry meet in
order to prepare tools and scenarios for current and future research and innovation projects in a
collaborative virtual environment called Dynamic Coalition.
In order for the Forum to be a place for the public to deliberate on issues of RRI these tools and
scenarios prepared in the Dynamic Coalitions will be assessed in regard to their desirability, ethical
risks and chances within organized and moderated events which are called Innovation Cafés.
The tools and scenarios prepared and assessed in the RRI Caucus are the main source of content
created for the Observatory by the Forum.
The RRI Caucus is governed on the one hand by the RRI Government (see below) whose duty is to
monitor and steer the overall RRI Caucus process and on the other hand specific moderators who are
familiar with the topics at stake in the individual Caucuses.

2.2 Open Spaces
The Open Space is a virtual meeting place in which all community members are able to deliberate on
all RRI issues that fall outside the scope of the RRI Caucus Process. This might include, raising general
questions about RRI, expressing once fears and hopes or opinions in regard to a certain research or
innovation. The Format is envisaged as a simple online Forum in which participants can open new
topics and reply to each other’s responses. The Open Space complements the RRI Caucus by
providing an easy to access, immediate place for participation. This implies that there is no specific
organization to the discussion but the wisdom of the crowd.

2.3 Caucus suggestion board
The Caucus suggestion board, is a virtual meeting place for all members of the community to suggest
future RRI caucus topics and thus to participate in the agenda setting on relevant RRI topics. By
providing a platform that enables everybody to express, comment and rate on the need for new RRI
Caucus processes, the Responsibility Forum offers a way to include public trends and concerns
without putting the RRI Caucus at risk of getting occupied by one sided stakeholder perspectives. It is
then up to the RRI Government to decide whether and in how far a certain topic will be taken as the
next subject for an RRI Caucus process.

2.4 Partnership Initiatives
The best way to implement RRI in any project is to find a professional expert with sufficient
knowledge of the respective domain and RRI issues. Thus the Partnership Initiative is the central
D3.2 Forum implementation report
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reference and contact point to introduce projects proposals and to find such partners. However the
Partnership Initiative is a place for all Forum members to get in contact with each other in order to
facilitate collaboration and mutual learning in regard to the actual implementation of RRI related
projects.

2.5 RRI Government
The RRI Government refers to the organisation responsible for running and maintaining the
Responsibility Forum. The implementation of the RRI Government followed the specification of the
Governance model specified in D 3.1.
The RRI Government consists of the board of RRI governors who have been provided with a
government facility within the Forum architecture. This is the place where they can meet and discuss
all issues regarding the progress of the Forum.
The duty of the RRI Government is to identify the topics for upcoming Caucuses, to initiate the
process and to monitor the quality of the outcome. The identification of future issues is conducted by
identifying major issues of concern to European Citizens. This will be done using the Eurobarometer
surveys as well as the suggestions and feedback of the Caucus suggestion board. This approach is
taken in order to ensure that the issues are relevant and that the members of the coalition have
adequate expertise.
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3 Functional implementation of the Forum
3.1 Introduction to Drupal
Drupal is an open source web content management system that allows the developer to quickly and
easily create simple to complex web sites that span everything from a simple blog to a corporate web
site.
As an open source platform, Drupal’s community is constantly improving the platform and extending
the functionality of its core by creating new and relevant add-on modules. If there’s a new concept
created on the Web, it’s likely that there will be a new Drupal module that enables that concept in a
matter of days.1
Therefore, the major reasons behind choosing this web content management system (CMS) to create
the Responsibility Forum can be summarized in the following points:
-

The open source nature of Drupal
The Drupal big community the work on updating and maintaining this platform
The rich database of modules that satisfies almost every available web related need and the
probability of modules emerging very rapidly as soon as a new web concept emerges
Contrary to the other most popular CMS platforms “Joomla” and “WordPress”, all modules
and themes offered by the Drupal community are for free.
The ability to edit and improve each module by building hacks into it in order to satisfy the
custom needs that rise during a web development process
The advanced role management system that the Drupal core system offers which can adapt
the diverse roles envisaged for the Responsibility Forum.
The complexity and novelty of the Responsibility Forum concept which is far more than being
a simple thread based discussion platform which requires a flexible and open CMS like
Drupal.

3.2 General functionalities
Apart from the dedicated spaces described above there are a couple of requirements that are meant
to support a quality inter-community communication and collaboration in a more general way. These
have been implemented in the following way:

rd

1

Tomlinson, Todd; VanDyk, John K. (2010): Pro Drupal 7 development. 3 ed. Berkeley, Calif., New York, NY:
Apress (Expert's voice in open source). Available online at http://lib.myilibrary.com/detail.asp?id=307520.
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3.2.1 Forum Homepage

Figure 1: Homepage
The Forum homepage (http://observatory-rri.info/?q=resp-forum) is the access point to all Forum
based information and interaction. Based on their level of experience and involvement with the
Forum, the homepage offers an equally useful user experience to every type of user. Thus it is
necessary that it provides an overview of all the relevant information and functionality to the
inexperienced user and easy access to the content for the occasional user and community members.
Apart from that the homepage should convey the feeling that the reader has come to an inviting,
vivid place where the users make the content.
In order to accomplish these requirements, the homepage comprises an overview on all four
modalities provided in the Forum along with a brief introduction to the new or inexperienced users.
For those who seek additional information an “About the Forum” page was implemented with
detailed information on each modality. User could access this page either by following the link
provided in the navigation bar at the top of each Forum page. If they have specific questions
regarding a certain type of modality or concept a link is provided to the respective chapter on the
“About the Forum” page wherever that concept or modality is mentioned in the Forum. One can
identify those links as they are presented in bold and turquoise colour within the text as one could
D3.2 Forum implementation report
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see for example within the explanation texts on the Forum homepage. It is also possible to access the
respective chapter by clicking on those little question marks which have been implemented wherever
it was not possible to present the links in bold an turquoise. This was for example the case with all
headlines.
Below the introductory explanation texts in each of the four core modality boxes a table with the
latest content discussed or contributed to the Forum has been provided for the users. That way it is
guaranteed that all content presented on the homepage is likely to raise awareness to as many users
as possible. This assumption is based on the fact that users interested in RRI might have already
heard of the topics presented on the homepage from other sources in the media and might have
even already started to think about them. Presenting such content users will be drawn into the
Forum easily by following those topics which are of interest to them. For those users that do visit the
Forum with the intention to participate in a certain activity it is also most likely that the tables
provided on the homepage grant them direct access to the topics they are looking for. If this is not
the case there is always a button which redirects the users to the respective database of the
modality. If they do want to initiate something new, they find another button to the core
contribution activities with those modalities where this is possible (Caucus suggestion board, Open
Space).

3.2.2 Related Content

Figure 2: Related Content
In order to support all users who want to get additional information on certain topics either because
they are participating in an activity or because they are just seeking more information the “Related
Content From Observatory” box was implemented. Within this box the users are provided with all
content from the Observatory that have the same value regarding the meta tags “RRI issue” and
“Work Domain”. Apart from the title which is provided as a link to the index card of the content ion
the Observatory the content type of the respective article is provided in order for the user to better
decide whether a certain content might be useful or not.
The “Related Content From Observatory” box could be found on the following pages:







Caucus process introduction page
Dynamic Coalition introduction page
Innovation Café introduction page
Dynamic Coalition collaborative space
Innovation Café collaborative space
Partnership Initiative introduction page
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Caucus suggestion
Open space discussion thread

The box is only displayed if there is at least one piece of content in the Observatory for which the
filter rule is valid.

3.2.3 User page
The Forum relies on the user model and the reputation system implemented in the observatory
(D4.1). As both systems share the same user base all registered users are allowed to participate in
the Forum as well as to retrieve and contribute articles from the Observatory. The user page has two
purposes:
First, it serves as a source of information as well as a contact point for other users to get to know and
to contact each other. This is meant as a tool for community building. However as privacy is an
important issue for the Responsibility project the user is only asked to provide information to the
Forum if they are needed for a concrete functionality and only if the user wants to use this
functionality. So if the user does not want to give a certain information he or she might not be able
to use that functionality but all the others are still available. In order to keep track on the individual
privacy setting there is a box on the user page which states all settings the user made.

Figure 3: Privacy Settings
Second, it serves as a personal dashboard which comprises an overview on all activities the user has
been or is involved in. Therefore the user page provides information boxes for all Caucuses the user
governs, all contributions made within the different Caucus activities (Dynamic Coalition, Innovation
Café), all moderation activities and all open space contributions. In each box the user finds a list of
links which redirects directly to the respective contribution.
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Figure 4: My Activities Overview

3.2.4 Joint implementations with the Observatory
As the Forum is inseparable from the Observatory all technical specification details for the
observatory apply to the Forum as well. For a full understanding of the Forum implementation it is
thus important to take into account the implementation results as provided in deliverables 4.1 and
4.2. The Forum draws on the following structure and functionalities implemented in the Observatory:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

User page
Reputation System
Registration functionality
Contact form
Site map
Privacy Policy
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4 Modalities
4.1 RRI Caucus
The RRI caucus process has been developed as the core modality of the Responsibility
Forum. It is designed to ensure that a wide range of stakeholders can participate in
addressing Responsible Research and Innovation issues, and to design tools and
functionalities that can apply RRI principles. It is a modality that provides the means to
discuss RRI related issues in a formal and structured way. Thus it ensures that a broad range
of stakeholders can participate in addressing Responsible Research and Innovation issues,
and in designing tools and functionalities that can apply RRI principles. The process
comprises of two main components which are foundational for the actual conduct. These
are:
1. the Dynamic Coalition, where different RRI tools (like guidelines, training materials,
Code of Conduct, etc.) as well as future scenarios for specific research or innovation
topics will be prepared by a group of expert stakeholders who represent different
perspectives on the topic at hand. All users who are experts or expert stakeholders
on the research or innovation discussed in this Caucus process, can register to join
the Dynamic Coalition.
2. the Innovation Café where all material prepared in the Dynamic Coalition will be
discussed and assessed by a broader audience of expert and lay stakeholders. Based
on these discussions the members of the Innovation Café will not only provide a
quantifiable rating of possible decision options but will eventually decide on further
policy recommendations based on those scenarios.
The whole process is monitored by the RRI Government whose members guarantee a fair
and equal discussion. The final outcome of the RRI Caucus process is a Discussion Dossier on
the public opinion landscape in regard to the topic at hand. By providing equal descriptions
of the different perspectives and assessment of all relevant stakeholder groups it avoids to
privilege stakeholder groups only based on their material advantage or their stronger social
network.
During implementation the Caucus was designed within the Forum in order to provide the
right information in the right places and to guide the user through the process. Therefore a
step by step approach was used.
Although it is possible to access the latest Caucus processes either through the Forum
homepage or via the Caucus overview page. In any way the user will only be able to access
the individual Caucuses through their respective introduction page. Only from there is it
possible to find the subsequent modalities and results.
D3.2 Forum implementation report
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4.1.1 Overview page
The Caucus process overview page provides an overview on all RRI Caucuses that will or have
been conducted in the Forum. It is design to provide the most relevant information to the
users in order to decide on the Caucuses most interesting and relevant. As it contains not
only upcoming and ongoing Caucuses but also the history of Caucuses that have been
completed it is a repository to get information from earlier Caucuses.

Figure 5: RRI Caucus Overview page

The following functionalities have been implemented for the users:


Caucus overview table in the centre: The table provides an overview on all Caucuses
available. It provides information on the topic, the status the work domain, the RRI
issue and the governor responsible for the Caucus. The table can be sorted by all
columns available. Each entry in every cell could be clicked and the user will be
redirected to:
o Research and innovation topic  Caucus introduction page
o Status  Caucus introduction page
o Work Domain  An overview on all articles with the same Work Domain
meta tag in the Observatory database
o RRI Issue  An overview on all articles with the same RRI issue meta tag in
the Observatory database
o Governor  the User page of the responsible governor of the Caucus. There
the user will find information to get in contact with the governor.



Search and filter functionality in the left sidebar: The user can filter for RRI issues as
well as for different work domains for which the Caucus is supposed to be relevant.
In order to find only those Caucuses the user can still participate in, it is possible to
filter for open, ongoing and closed Caucuses.

4.1.2 Caucus Introduction page
The Caucus introduction page provides an overview on all activities and results related to the Caucus.
It is the gateway to participating either in the associated Dynamic Coalition or Innovation Café. As a
D3.2 Forum implementation report
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gateway the user is intended to read through the information provided in order to decide whether
the Caucus is of interest and whether he is and expert who could join the Dynamic Coalition or an
interested stakeholder or citizen who wants to participate in the Innovation Café.

The following functionalities and information have been implemented:

Figure 6: RRI Caucus Basic Information



A textbox that could be unfolded for first time users to get more information on what
a RRI Caucus is about. We decided to have this textbox collapsed by default as for
many people the amount of text provided there might deter them from staying on
the site.



Introductory information to be able to get an overview on the topic, the RRI Issues
and the Work domain relevant for this Caucus.



Basic information on the current status of the RRI Caucus and the responsible RI
governor who could be contacted for more information.

Figure 7: RRI Caucus Results



As the Caucus result will be interesting to many people even if they havn’t
participated in the actual process many users will enter the page to find these results.
For that reason we decided to place a link to the results right at the top of the
introduction page for easy accessibility.
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Figure 8: RRI Caucus Links to DC & IC



If the beginning of the Caucus is still pending the users are able to participate either
in the Dynamic Coalition or the Innovation Café associated with the Caucus. Which
one of these modalities is more suitable to the user depends on the level of expertise
and the willingness to get involved. If the user considers himself to be an expert and
wants to join in the shaping of the Caucus discussion and its material the Dynamic
Coalition is the way to go. If the user is an interested stakeholder or citizen and wants
to help evaluate the content and positions of the Caucus, the Innovation Café is the
right choice.

Figure 9: Related Content from Observatory



For those users who want to get more information on the Caucus topic there is a box
with related content at the bottom of the Caucus page. The articles provided
originate from the Observatory database. Apart from the title the document type is
presented to the user.

4.1.3 Dynamic Coalition
The Forum shall be a place of deliberation and the preparation of guidelines, training
material and political advisory documents. To develop such outcomes the participants with
relevant expertise need to have a protected space where they are provided with effective
tools to work together, be able to set themselves a clear agenda, and should know with
whom they are working together. For this purpose the Dynamic Coalition was developed. In
those cooperative spaces networks of stakeholders with an interest in a particular
Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) issue or problem are able to meet. In a Dynamic
Coalition all subject matters could be discussed. The aim of the Dynamic Coalitions is in most
cases to construct input for the ‘Innovation Cafes’ where issues of RRI could be discussed
with a wider range of interested parties. The most important contribution of the Dynamic
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Coalitions is either to construct Scenarios – these are descriptions of possible outcomes of a
particular innovation or to construct tools to assess or conduct RRI projects.
The preparation of such outcome involves the necessity of faithful and confidential talk
where various positions could be probed and reflected until a common agreement has been
reached. Therefore only expert stakeholder shall be invited to participate in a Dynamic
Coalition. As soon as the Dynamic Coalition has started no other participants are allowed to
join. In order for this to be in no contradiction to concepts of transparency all participants
their interests and affiliation will be disclosed to everyone and no decisions or
recommendations will be made by the Dynamic Coalition.
In order to participate in a Dynamic Coalition all experts must apply for membership with the
respective RRI governor who himself is not allowed to participate in the Dynamic Coalition.
Apart from granting access to the Dynamic Coalition it is the duty of the governor to set up
the Dynamic Coalition and to review all documents in regard to their quality before they are
presented to the Innovation Café.
4.1.3.1 Dynamic Coalition introduction page
The Dynamic Coalition introduction page is designed like a step by step manual to make it as
easy as possible for all participants to get acquainted to the content as well as to the tasks
expected.

Figure 10: Dynamic Coalition Basic Information



At the top of the page a set of contextual information are provided regarding the
duration of the Dynamic Coalition, the current status, the responsible moderator
who will supervise the Dynamic Coalition as well as the responsible governor. The
user can contact these persons by clicking on their names.



In the box below interested visitors could click to request participation from the governor of the
Caucus.
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Figure 11: Dynamic Coalition Step 1



Under step 1 the user will find a set of introductory documents regarding the topic
and the problems that shall be discussed and prepared during the Dynamic Coalition.
The idea is that all participants start with a common understanding or at least have a
common point of reference to elicit the discussion.

Figure 12: Dynamic Coalition Step 2





After reading the introductory documents those applicants that have received an
email from the governor in which they have been informed that they are allowed to
participate. The participants will be granted the right to go to the collaborative space
and to upload Dynamic Coalition documents and results. This link will only be visible
to participants.
For all other visitors to the Dynamic Coalition introduction page only the explanation
text for step 2 are available. This text comprises of an overall explanation of the aims
of step two as well as the specific objective and the supposed specific outcomes that
shall be prepared in the Dynamic Coalition.
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Figure 13: Dynamic Coalition Step 3



An introductory text is provided for the members of the Dynamic Coalition to inform
them what to do after they have completed the preparation of scenarios and/or
tools. They are supposed to upload their documents to the Dynamic Coalition site
and set their status to “Awaiting Approval”. After the governor has evaluated their
quality he will approve or disapprove the documents. In case of approval the
moderator of the Dynamic Coalition is asked to set up the Innovation Café which is
the second part of the RRI Caucus



In order to guarantee a maximum level of transparency all documents will be
provided in a table with references to their title, their author, their type and the
approval status. Furthermore all documents could be downloaded by all users of the
Forum.

Figure 14: List of participating users (DC)



In order to make the process of the Dynamic Coalition as transparent as possible and
to avoid a one-sided perspective on the topic at hand a list of all participants is
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published with information on the names, their contributor status and the
organization they are affiliated with.
4.1.3.2 Collaborative space

Figure 15: Dynamic Coalition Collaborative Space



In order for the participants of the Dynamic Coalition to prepare the documents the
Forum provides a collaborative space where the members can meet and discuss the
issue of the Caucus, their different perspectives as well as the preparation of
documents. The collaborative space is a discussion Forum where they can post or
reply to messages; they can upload drafts as well as final documents. Whether they
meet under co-presence or use the system for asynchronous communication is
something they have to discuss amongst each other. As there is a moderator who is
assigned to the Dynamic Coalition by the governor, the members do always have a
contact person for questions and consultation.



Within the collaborative space the participants are provided with a list of the other
members through which they can get in personal contact as well

4.1.4 Innovation Café
The Innovation Café is the second modality within the RRI Caucus. It is the place where all
material (scenarios and tools) prepared in the Dynamic Coalition will be discussed. As the
scenarios and tools are prepared by a limited number of expert stakeholders with a
professional, interest guided view on the topic at hand it is the aim of the Innovation Cafés
to provide a broader perspective. Therefore it assembles a broader audience of expert and
lay stakeholders who should assess and discuss the material and prepare a policy
recommendation in the end. The Innovation Cafés are thus held as moderated online events
where participants have the chance to assess the scenarios and tools as being realistic or
helpful given their personal experience and opinions in regard to the topic at stake. As the
discussions should be open and focused the moderator guides the participants through the
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Innovation Café process. The moderator will be asked and nominated by the governor of the
Caucus.
The Innovation Café has been implemented as a step by step process:

Figure 16: Innovation Cafe Basic Information



At the top of the page all users are provided with a collapsed text field which
provides a general introduction to the concept of Innovation Café.



In the second textbox a set of contextual information are provided regarding the
duration of the Innovation Café, the current status, the responsible moderator of the
Innovation Café as well as the responsible governor. The user can contact these
persons by clicking on their names.



For better navigation links are provided to the Caucus as well Dynamic Coalition
overview page.

Figure 17: Innovation Cafe Step 1



In step 1 the users get general information on the task, a brief introduction to the
research and innovation as well as some more in depth introductory texts regarding
the topic at stake. These are not the documents prepared in the Dynamic Coalition
but information that should provide an overview on the current state of the research
or innovation in order prepare the participants for the upcoming discussion.
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Figure 18: Innovation Cafe Step 2



After the documents have been read, all participants will be asked to state their
opinion on the topic as a point of reference. Therefore a Pre-discussion statement
template has been implemented which could be reached via the link provided. After
finishing that document it will be displayed in order for the users to preview or edit
it.

Figure 19: Innovation Cafe Pre-Discussion Statement



If the user follows the link to the pre-discussion statement he will be provided with a
WYSIWIG text editor that provides basic formatting functionality and where he ca fill
in the pre-discussion statement.
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Figure 20: Innovation Cafe Step 3



In step 3 the users are allowed to read the documentation of the scenarios and tools.
They should make up their minds whether they believe them, respect their position,
agree to them or whether they reject them.



All documents are provided in a table. The users are informed of the type of the
document as well as to the status of the contributor in order to get a first impression
whether the documents might be biased by certain interests.

Figure 21: Innovation Cafe Step 4





After the users have prepared themselves by reading through the documents
provided they are asked to join the discussion board at the time stated at the top of
the page. There the participants will meet and discuss the topic. A moderator will
attend to raise questions and structure the discussion.
In the centre of the discussion board page is the actual stream of contributions.
Registered participants could post opinions, express hopes or fears or ask questions
there. Other registered users could reply to these initial contributions by
commenting either on them or on any comment somebody else has made in regard
to the initial contribution. With every contribution the following information will be
published:
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o The user image of the contributor: If the user clicks on it she will be redirected
to the public user page
o The username of the contributor: If the user clicks on it she will be redirected
to the public user page
o The Status of the contributor
o Date of registration
o Date of the contributor
o The actual text of the comment
The contributors will be provided with the following functionalities while making
their contribution:
o A WYSIWIG text editor to provide the actual text. Basic formatting options
shall be provided to the user.
o Link functionality should be provided that allows to provide links
o A button to publish the contribution

Figure 22: Innovation Cafe Step 5



After the discussion is finished the participants are asked to fill in a questionnaire for
each scenario or tool where they should evaluate a number of decision options on
how policy should deal with the research or innovation. They should also assess the
scenarios in terms of accuracy and acceptability. After clicking on the questionnaire
link in column one they will be asked:
o How would you evaluate the content of the document in general?
o How do you rate the following decision options in regard to the scenarios?
o How they rate the scenario accuracy?
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Figure 23: Innovation Cafe Step 6



In step 6 they are asked to right down in a post-discussion statement whether their
opinion on the topic at stake has changed in any way due to the discussion. The
implementation has been conducted in the same way as for the pre-discussion
statement

Figure 24: Innovation Cafe Step 7
The Public Questionnaire has been developed as part of task 4.3 and has been documented in D4.4

Figure 25: Innovation Cafe Step 8
The Citizen Jury has been developed as part of task 4.3 and has been documented in D4.4
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Figure 26: Innovation Cafe Step 9
The Tacit Knowledge Interview has been developed as part of task 4.5 and has been documented in
D4.2

Figure 27: Innovation Cafe Participating Users



At the bottom of the page a list of all participants of the Innovation Café is provided
to guarantee transparency and a documentation of the heterogeneity of the
participants.

4.1.5 Caucus Result: Discussion Dossier
The discussion dossier is the collecting point for all results of the Caucus as well as the
documentation of the discussions carried out in the Innovation Café. It should be the point of
reference for those with an interest in the subject matter who are looking for policy
recommendation in regard to a certain perspective or who seek information about how experts or
the public think about a research project or an innovation.
The following information is provided in the Discussion Dossier:
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Figure 28: Discussion Dossier Basic Information




A text box with general information on the discussion dossier. The box is collapsed by
default
A text box with some introductory information on the research or innovation as well
as information on the RRI issue and Work Domain which have been addressed in this
Caucus. This information should provide some orientation to those users who seek a
first overview.
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Figure 29: Discussion Dossier Dynamic Coalition Results



In the second box all results of the Dynamic Coalition have been put together. Those
include information on the date of the Dynamic Coalition, its participants and all
scenarios and tools that have been prepared.
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Figure 30: Discussion Dossier Innovation Café Results


In this box all information from the Innovation Café has been gathered. These include
a summary of the discussion that will be prepared by the moderator, the policy
recommendations that have been prepared during the Innovation Café by its
participants and a collection of all pre- and post- discussion statements.
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Figure 31: Decision Options Analysis





The results from the questionnaires that have been filled after the discussion will be
analysed and displayed as pie charts automatically.
To guarantee transparency all questionnaires are provided in a table below.
A text box with general information on the discussion dossier. The box is collapsed by
default
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Figure 32: Ask the Expert Box





As it has turned out that the transfer of knowledge is often difficult if it is based only
on documents there is a table with all experts that have been participated in the
Caucus. Other users are invited to contact them to ask them the questions which are
left open after reading through the results.
If the users have the impression that their questions could be of public interest they
could ask their questions publically and the answers will be published below.

4.2 Caucus Suggestion board
The Caucus suggestion board, is a virtual meeting place for all members of the community to suggest
future RRI caucus topics and thus to participate in the agenda setting on relevant RRI topics. By
providing a platform that enables everybody to express, comment and rate on the need for new RRI
Caucus processes, the Responsibility Forum offers a way to include public trends and concerns
without putting the RRI Caucus at risk of getting occupied by one sided stakeholder perspectives. It is
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then up to the RRI Government to decide whether and in how far a certain topic will be taken as the
next subject for an RRI Caucus process.
There have been two major challenges that needed to be addressed:
1. The process of suggesting a new Caucus topic should be convenient even for inexperienced
user.
2. The most important topics should be always visible in order to raise the attention of users
who do use the site only occasionally.

4.2.1 The suggestion template

Figure 33: Caucus Suggestion Template
In order to make the suggestion of new topics as convenient as possible for the users, a simple link
was provided on the homepage as well as on the suggestion overview page redirecting the users to a
simple template where only the following information are required:
1. The name of the research project or innovation that they want to be discussed. Therefore a
free text field was implemented to give to the user a maximum level of freedom
2. At least one RRI Issue that is at stake in the research project or innovation addressed. As it
was assumed that it might be sometimes difficult for lay users to name those issues by their
proper names the users are provided with a drop down list from which they could select one
or more RRI issues. Apart from that by providing this list, comparability and the calculation of
automatic relatedness is much easier to conduct.
3. At least one Work Domain for which the research or innovation has effect should be
addressed. Here the user was also provided with a list of possible work domains. That way
users where supported in choosing a familiar and comparable name for the practical context
in which they assume the effect to appear.
4. At last they were asked to give an explanation to the audience why they deem the research
project or innovation to be worthy of a discussion. A text box was implemented where the
users are allowed to write down their motivation, their fears and questions in their own
unique words.
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4.2.2 The Caucus suggestion Board

Figure 34: Caucus suggestion Board
As the attention span of most users is quite short it was a major aim to provide an easy to
understand overview of the current Caucus suggestions as well as to highlight those topics which are
most pressing to the users. Therefore a table was implemented which contains all suggestions made
in the suggestion board. For each suggestion the following information have been provided:
1. The name of the research project or innovation suggested. It was implemented as a link to
the actual entry where interested users are able to read through the extensive explanation of
the proposer as well as through the discussion that might have unfolded with the respective
suggestion.
2. A snippet of the explanation to provide a teaser and make the suggestion more interesting.
3. In the third column the numbers of comments added to a suggestion are listed. This is for
two reasons: First, many users who are browsing the list are attracted by ongoing discussions
and are thus more likely to have a closer look to suggestions with an ongoing discussion.
Second, for the RRI governor the presence of a discussion that has even started before a
Caucus has been set up might indicate the importance and controversy of a certain topic.
Although this needs a qualitative analysis it could be an even better indicator for the
relevance of a suggested topic then the number of quantitative “likes” given to a suggestion
4. In the fourth column the number of “likes” and “dislikes” are displayed. Not all users who are
in favour of a certain topic are willing or able to write a qualifying comment to a suggestion.
Nonetheless they might rate a suggestion high an very important to themselves. Therefore
we implemented a “like” / “dislike” rating functionality to make the assessment of the
suggestions by the users more convenient. Users could vote for or against a suggestion by
simply clicking on either the thump-up or thump-down button. From the perspective of
providing an easy overview by sorting the table by its likes the users gain a good overview on
those topics which raised the most attention.
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4.2.3 The Caucus suggestion discussion board

Figure 35: Caucus Suggestion Discussion Board
With every suggestion a discussion board was implanted where all users interested in the topic are
able to read the full explanation of the person who suggested the topic and to leave comments, rate
the suggestion and discuss the issue with each other. For the implementation the discussion board
module of Drupal that was used in all occasions across the Forum was used.

4.3 Partnership Initiative
The best way to implement RRI in any project is to find a professional expert with sufficient
knowledge of the respective domain and RRI issues. Therefore we designed the Partnership Initiative
as a place for all Forum members to get in contact with each other in order to facilitate collaboration
and mutual learning in the implementation of RRI related projects. That way the Partnership
Initiative is implemented as a central reference and contact point to introduce projects proposals and
to find partners. The following questions have guided the implementation:
1. How could we support the users in proposing a partnership initiative?
2. How could we support users in finding a partnership initiative that matches their own
interest and expertise?
3. How could we pair up users who could support each other in the implementation of RRI in
any project?
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4.3.1 Partnership Proposal Template

Figure 36: Partnership Proposal Template
To support the users in proposing a partnership initiative a template has been designed which
gathers all relevant information from the proposer in order to present the partnership proposal in a
way that other users get the best impression in how far it is relevant to them. The proposer is asked
for the following information:
1. A title for the proposal: The proposer is asked to fill in a meaningful title in a free text form
2. The name the proposer: As it is important to link the proposal to a real user from the database
the proposer is asked to select a user from a list instead of writing down a name. With this
solution the proposer is also able to write the proposal in the name of someone else. The only
precondition is, that both are registered users of the Forum.
3. The project submission deadline: In case the proposer seeks partners for a joint research project
it is very important to provide the deadline in order for other users to know whether the
proposal is still valid. Apart from that providing a deadline helps the system to bring the
partnership initiatives in a chronological order.
4. Description of the project: The proposer is asked to write down the idea of the partnership
initiative. What is it about and what sorts of partners are needed. Therefore a WYSIWIG editor
has been implemented.
5. Partner attributes: To enable automatic partner suggestions and to increase visibility in the
partnership intitiative overview table the proposer is ask to specify:
a) From which country the sought after partners should come from
b) What kind of domain / field expertise is needed
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c) What kind of RRI expertise is needed
For each of these three types of attributes the system offers a dropdown menu and the proposer
is allowed to select as many attributes as necessary.

4.3.2 Partnership Initiative Overview

Figure 37: Partnership Initiative Overview
After the proposer has set up the partnership initiative it will be displayed on the overview page. For
enhanced convenience all partnership initiatives are provided in a table. The information provided
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The title of the initiative
A snippet of the description of the general idea of the initiative
The domains for which partners are sought
The RRI issues for which partners are sought
If available the deadline of the project or partnership initiative.

All users are able to have a more detailed look into the individual partnership initiative by clicking on
the title in the first column.



In the left sidebar the users do find filter functions for the table. It is possible to filter for the
sought after Domain and RRI Issue as well as the deadline and the partner countries.
An “Apply” and a “Reset” button is provided to start or reset the filter process.
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Above the filter function is a link to the partner search function (see below)

4.3.3 Partnership Initiative Introduction Page

Figure 38: Partnership Initiative Introduction Page
If one of the partnership initiatives on the overview page caught the attention of a user, he can
receive more information and get in contact with the proposer. Therefore the user must follow the
link in the table which redirects to the partnership initiative introduction page. Apart from extended
information on the issues of the partnership initiative the user is able to get in contact with the
proposer either by making contact via the proposer’s user page or by using the comment
functionality implemented on this page. The Comment functionality here is the same that is used
throughout the entire Forum.
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4.3.4 Search For Partners

Figure 39: Search For Partners Overview
Not always do users have a concrete project or idea they want to propose or they simply don’t want
to publish it on a Forum. But still they might seek partners or are looking for advice. For those users
the “Search for partners” functionality has been implemented. The user will find an overview on all
users from the Forum database who have chosen to allow to get contacted as experts or partners.
For those users the following information will be displayed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

There First and Surname
Their contributor status
The organization they work for
The country they are living or working in
The domain or field they work in or in which they are interested
The RRI issue they consider themselves to be an expert

In the left sidebar, a filter functionality is provided where users can filter the list for all of the
attributes presented in the table. Multiple-Selection is possible. An “Apply” and a “Reset” button are
provided to initiate and to reset the filtering process.

4.4 Open Space
The Open Space is a virtual meeting place in which all community members are able to deliberate on
all RRI issues that fall outside the scope of the RRI Caucus Process. This might include, raising general
questions about RRI, expressing once fears and hopes or opinions in regard to a certain research or
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innovation. The Format is envisaged as a simple online Forum in which participants can open new
topics and discuss with each other. Such discussions do not necessarily have a defined outcome or
end. Instead they prioritize openness and accessibility for as many people as possible. The Open
Space thus complements the RRI Caucus by providing an easy to access, immediate place for
participation. This implies that there is no specific organization to the discussion but the wisdom of
the crowd.

Figure 40: Open Space Overview
For discussion boards that focus on the general exchange of opinions regarding current RRI issues in
public discussion it is necessary to grant access to all stakeholder groups and allow them to
participate, contribute their questions and opinions and stimulate serious and informative
discussions. Apart from that the discussion boards need to be adjustable and extendable enough to
address and adapt to current and emerging topics and the interests of its users.
To meet these requirements we implemented the Open Space as a Web Forum where all users are
allowed to introduce new topics and to comment and discuss all issues and topics they want. On the
Open Space overview page every user gets information on:





the topics of the discussion threads, as specified by the initiator of the thread
the username of the initiator
the date and time the thread was opened – other users can use this information to get an
impression how long this discussion is still going on
the number of replies – this provides information on how active the discussion is or was
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the username and the date of the last contribution to the respective thread – this tells other
users whether the discussion is still going on or has already been abandoned.

If the title of the thread is clicked the user gets redirected to the actual discussion board. We used
the same Drupal module then in all the other occasions where we implemented collaborative spaces.
That way the users do only need to get acquainted with the usability of the communication tools
once.
Although the Open Space is intended to be a wild and creative space within the Forum moderation is
still necessary in order to monitor for compliance with common sense netiquette.

4.5 RRI Government
The RRI Government refers to the organisation responsible for running and maintaining the
Responsibility Forum. It consists of the Secretariat (an individual or organisation with overall
responsibility) and the Advisory Board (consisting of expert stakeholders and senior RRI researchers).
The RRI Government is initially chosen by the project partners and possibly the partners from the
other FP7 projects, and eventually replaced by a secretariat nominated by the stakeholders.
The duty of the RRI Government on the Forum website is to identify the topics for upcoming
Caucuses, to initiate the process and to monitor the quality of the outcome.
The identification of future issues is conducted by identifying major issues of concern to European
Citizens. This will be done using the Eurobarometer surveys as well as the suggestions and feedback
of the Caucus suggestion board. This approach is taken in order to ensure that the issues are relevant
and that the members of the coalition have adequate expertise.
To make the process of monitoring and intitiating the RRI Caucuses as convenient to the governors as
possible a “Government area” was implemented with the following information and functionalities:

Figure 41: RRI Government - Introduction Box


Help text: At the top of the page a collapsed text box is provided which can be uncollapsed to
get further information on the role and the function of the RRI Government

Figure 42: RRI Government - Eurobarometer Link


As the main duty of a RRI Governor is to decide on new topics for RRI Caucuses a link to the
Eurobarometer website is provided. The Governor should always monitor the latest trends
and take them into account when choosing new RRI Caucus topics
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Figure 43: RRI Government - Caucus Suggestions



Apart from the Eurobarometer trends the RRI Governor should also take the results of the
Caucus suggestion board into account. Therefore an overview of the ongoing suggestions
and discussions is provided to the governors.
At the top of this box the governor does also find the button to set up a new Caucus process.

Figure 44: RRI Government - My Caucus Processes


After a new Caucus has been set up the governor’s duty is to monitor the whole process.
Therefore an information table was implemented which includes all Caucuses the governor
has set up. Along with the title information on the current status are provided.

Figure 45: RRI Government - My Dynamic Coalitions


The “My Dynamic Coalitions” box lists all Dynamic Coalitions within the Caucuses of the
respective governor which are currently ongoing or for which documents have already been
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created uploaded and need approval. That way the System raises the attention of the
governor for those activities which need his or her contribution
As it is important for a Dynamic Coalition to comprise a broad spectrum of distinct
stakeholder groups information are provided concerning the number of distinct groups as
well as the total number of users participating. Based on these two information the governor
gets a first impression whether a certain Dynamic Coalition might be biased by a certain
perspective.

Figure 46: RRI Government - Documents that need a Review


Dynamic Coalitions that have already prepared scenario or tool description document need
to upload them to get approval from the governor before they are allowed to set up an
Innovation Café. Therefore this box provides an overview on those documents the governor
still needs to review. The documents could be downloaded by clicking on the link in the right
column. If the governor considers them to be appropriate he or she can edit the status of the
document by clicking on the link in the middle column and click edit on the respective
overview page.

Figure 47: RRI Government - My Innovation Cafés


In regard to the Innovation Cafés the governor’s duty is to monitor their representativeness.
Therefore the “My Innovation Cafés” box lists all upcoming or ongoing Innovation Cafés
along with the number of users participating as well as the aggregated number of distinct
stakeholder groups within the panel. If it turns out that the Innovation Café is dominated by
a certain type of stakeholder group the governor must decide whether the Innovation Café
could be held with this panel or whether measures should be taken to find more participants
from other stakeholder groups.

Figure 48: RRI Government - Other Caucuses
At the bottom of the page in the “Other Caucus Processes” box the governor finds an overview on
the other open or ongoing Caucuses of which he or she is not the governor. This was implemented
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for the governor to keep an overview on the ongoing activities in the Forum and to avoid that more
than one Caucus is set up in regard to the same topic.

5 Forum Content Implementation
One aim of the Forum was to enable its users to participate in the creation of different types of
content relevant to the RRI. From the perspective of the actual process of preparing that content this
has been done by implementing the Caucus process (see 4.1 above). From the perspective of the
actual structure of the respective content a number of templates have been implemented not only
for those outcomes specifically addressed in the DOW but for a number of additional content types
that appeared to be of relevance within the field of RRI. The respective research regarding these
templates has been conducted within WP 4 for the Observatory as both parts of the overall platform
make use of the same templates. The documentation could be found there (see D4.1). Templates the
Forum makes use of have been classified into three groups:
RRI Reports
 Case study
 Technology assessment and foresight
RRI Guidelines
 Approach to RRI
 Design guideline
 Assessment guideline
 Code of Conduct
 Governance arrangements suitable for addressing RRI
 Training material
 Guide to funding sources for RRI at different levels (national, EU, international)
 Media training for RRI stakeholders
 Guideline for review processes
 Briefs
Conceptual Articles
 Conceptual article on what RRI is
 Conceptual paper on selected values or impacts
 Glossary Entry
The actual preparation of the respective content is destined to happen within the Dynamic Coalitions
during the RRI Caucuses (see. 4.1.3 above).
Apart from these content types that have been specified and documented within the Observatory
specification document (D4.1) the following content types have been implemented in order to fit the
requirements of the Forum:

5.1.1.1 Pre - & Post - discussion statements
The pre- and post-discussion statements are part of the Innovation Café modality (see 4.1.4 above).
The template gathers the following information for each statement:
 Title of statement
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The date of the submission of the Statement
Name of contributing user
Participant status of the user
The organisation the user is affiliated with
Related Innovation Café
The actual statement as a free text

5.1.1.2 Scenarios
The scenario is one of the results of a Dynamic coalition (see 4.1.3 above). The template gathers the
following information for each scenario
 Title of scenario
 The date of the submission of the Statement
 Name of contributing user
 Approval status of the scenario (as set by an RRI governor)
 The document that contains the Scenario description as free text
 The name of the related Dynamic Coalition
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